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Abstract
The effectiveness and agility of an operation can be compromised through impact of adversary cyber activity on performance of key assets. The agility of adversary activity demands focused and effective investment in cyber security: there is a need for strong awareness of the military impact of threat vectors within the mission landscape, such that cyber security can be managed through a balanced, measurable, mission-driven process. With insight into the landscape and potential impact on mission outcomes, decision makers in the capability acquisition or mission control space can make informed decisions and interventions; and hence can plan and act proactively and with agility, rather than reacting to events.

MooD International has been working with Dstl to develop a causal modelling approach to support the mission commander in taking appropriate action in the face of overwhelming amounts of data that may be associated with cyber events. The approach projects likely consequences of cyber events by exploiting a cyber kill-chain concept, embedded in a model that aligns capabilities and components of the mission landscape.

The approach has been applied as the engine for an interactive cyber-security situational awareness and decision environment for the mission commander, supporting impact analysis and exploration of alternative interventions.
Introduction

UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) operates by being proactive and agile; in cyberspace this requires understanding of the impact of cyber events on the MOD Enterprise in terms of its ability to deliver core mission objectives. To achieve this, defence enterprises need strong awareness of the military impact of the threat landscape so that cyber security and associated risks can be managed through a balanced, mission-driven process. With insight into the landscape and its potential impact on mission success, decision makers in capability acquisition or mission control can make more informed decisions and investments, and so can plan and act decisively rather than reacting to events.

Methods and systems to support Cyber Situational Awareness within Defence enterprises have to date focused largely on data and events most directly connected with physical and electronic computer assets (networks, physical IT infrastructure, end devices, operating systems, applications), and on providing functionality related directly to managing these assets (see, for example, [1, 2, 3]).

Whilst such approaches play an essential part in tackling cyber security, there are three significant challenges that are not adequately addressed, in particular with regards to the needs of the military decision maker:

1) The military decision maker is not primarily concerned with cyber assets, but with mission impact, understood in terms of restrictions in the use of capabilities that might depend on these assets – and so information about risk to cyber assets is in itself little help without the military context;
2) The military decision maker needs time to be able to assess alternative courses of action, anticipating a problem before it becomes critical; and
3) As they are acting on the basis of information that is partly to do with assumptions about the future, and about ‘layers’ of cyberspace with which they may have little direct experience or intuition, the military decision maker needs to understand how much confidence to place in any information used as the basis for decisions.

The consequences of not addressing these problems include:

- A misreading of the level of risk being carried at any point in time, and so decisions being made that are either too cautious, leading to loss of mission objective, or that are too bold, leading to excessive exposure of missions to cyber-instigated disruption and loss;
- A lack of insight into the future impact of current and potential future events in cyberspace, and so a highly curtailed amount of time for alternative options to be considered concerning the overall mission; and
- Poorly focused investment in defensive assets, leading to either spend on cyber security in non-critical areas, or excessive exposure in areas that are critical to mission success

The situational awareness concept addressed by this paper responds to the challenge of enabling proactive decision making around cyber activity (whether adversary or mission-initiated), with particular regard for future impact on mission assets and objectives. Specifically, this relates to a number of key questions for the mission commander, which have set the scope and aims of the work reported here:

1. What is the status, now, of the capabilities I need in my mission?
2. What is the likely status, into the future, of these capabilities, given the likelihood of future activities that I know about, and the likelihood of events that I might have less certainty or control over?
3. What are the implications on mission status, but also financial cost, resourcing, etc. if these happened in a different way – what if the adversary took a less likely course of action? What if a less likely event did occur? What are the implications if I need to undertake additional activity in order to mitigate?
4. And how much confidence should I place in the guidance this system is providing?
Although these questions are not unique to cyber security, cyber activity does generate specific considerations for a mission that makes support for these questions more critical. In particular, cyber-related events and assets:

- cut across the physical arrangements of command, personnel and systems,
- may do so in non-obvious ways in situations where previous patterns of activity are not necessarily the complete guide to future (or even past) activity,
- and in such a way that the tempo can be rapid, especially when considered in terms of human in the loop decision making.

It is important that physical and virtual activity is seen not in the context of two different domains, but in the context of a single environment in which physical and cyber activities each impact upon elements of the other. This perspective enables the mission commander to address questions purely from a perspective of impact upon the mission.

This paper reports on work carried out jointly by UK Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) and MooD International, around developing and exploiting an approach to apply causal relationships across the cyber landscape. The approach seeks to avoid the misreading of risk levels against acquisition or mission objectives, to enable proactive testing of potential interventions by decision makers ahead of critical events, and to focus cyber security investment in areas that are critical to mission success.

After describing background influences and methodology, this paper walks through an application of the approach to a surveillance scenario, contrasts the approach with related methods and technologies, and summarises the learning from the research to date, together with further implications and ambitions.

**Background**

Dstl’s purpose is to maximise the impact of science and technology on UK defence and security, serving all areas of the Department from operational commands to the Defence Reform Unit, Defence Equipment & Support to the Front Line Commands or Land, Sea and Air. Dstl is also responsible for championing and developing science and technology skills across MOD and UK industry, promoting innovative and novel capabilities that may benefit UK and international partners. In the context of cyber situational awareness, Dstl’s research approach takes a Business Enterprise view of cyberspace to understand the impact of cyber events on real world operations and so enable the application of timely and appropriate response.

MooD International is a UK-based, research-led software enterprise which specialises in the development of software to aid decision support and governance within large, complex organisations, within government and industry. MooD’s achievements in successfully delivering generations of innovative, R&D focused technology projects that extend the boundaries of technical feasibility and knowledge have been recognised by successive Queen’s Awards for Innovation.

**The MooD framework for Decision Insight**

The approach has adopted MooD’s framework for decision insight, which layers three increasingly sophisticated perspectives (see Figure 1):

- At the root is the Business Landscape – a connected architectural model of relevant components, moving parts and connections, populated in part through automated feeds from operational data.
- The landscape is overlaid with Causal Relationships that can be executed against live landscape content, and used to project future events, whether under the control of the enterprise or not, and their potential impact on the enterprise.
• Through a further overlay, Causal Relationships are associated with levels of confidence by means of assigned probabilities of status or events, to support judgement, including through Bayesian analysis of likelihood.

Under the approach adopted, populating the levels of the framework is not solely reliant on access to trustworthy data. The models are configured and augmented by a combination of live operational data plus judgment from domain experts.

**Business Landscape**

An architecture model is used to represent the relevant mission capabilities, and to define relevant dependencies across components at different levels of the cyber domain (see below). Content for the business landscape is derived from a range of external systems, structured by business analyst using a configurable, domain-specific meta-model:

• Connections across the levels of the landscape draw in part on the constructs proposed by Scott Borg in [4, 5].

• Modeling of the concepts that span cyber and kinetic activity has included an adaptation of the MITRE Corporation view of cyber activity [6, 7], elaborated to accommodate the blending of cyber with non-cyber activity, together with a mechanism for calculating and revising probabilities based on observation of events.

**Causal Relationships**

Causal models and associated causal reasoning have been proposed (see, for example [8, 9, 10]) as powerful methods for understanding and working critical connections between factors in a complex landscape. In this framework, causal relationships build on landscape dependencies to provide additional connection properties across components, supporting the determination of overall impact to mission capabilities across levels. Rules can be based on Subject Matter Expert (SME) judgement, validated or augmented where possible from pattern analysis of historical data. As inputs, such rules take data about current performance, status and events, which might originate from a range of sources, including non-obvious, non-structured sources.

The work has identified three principal kinds of causal relationship that can be applied together – as described in the following section - including an adaptation of the concept of ‘cyber kill chain’ recently proposed by Lockheed Martin [11].

**Confidence & Judgement**

Bayesian approaches to probability have been applied in machine learning based technologies, most prominently in search, by for example HP Autonomy [12], or in evidence-based learning with IBM’s Watson [13], and applied in the cyber domain to support better detection through learning-based anomaly detection by, for example, SRI International [14].

Levels of confidence across the causal model are calculated as a function of a number of parameters, including the degree of cyber resilience of causal connections, and confidence levels in the occurrence of projected events given e.g. alternative ‘kill chain’ scenarios that might connect cyber events through time.
Applying Decision Insight to the Dstl view of Cyber Situation Awareness

Dstl recognise a multi-level perspective on the cyber domain, as shown in Figure 2.

Within the landscape model adopted here, the connectivities across and between elements enable the impact of events to be analysed across the levels of this domain (i.e. from Real-World / Physical up to the Social level).

Going beyond the structural potential of this multi-level connectivity, the approach applies causal rules to current information about performance and events, to project the likely future impact across the levels, and hence show the business impact on assets and capabilities of seemingly unrelated or low level events, as indicated in Figure 3.

Learning & Innovation

Although each of the constituent techniques applied in this framework may not in itself be novel, we have defined an approach that synthesises a number of proven techniques in a sufficiently tractable way so as to be workable within a software environment to support mission-level situational awareness. This topic is addressed in more detail in a later section.

The project reported here has implemented a demonstration system that takes data concerning cyber events and applies these to a causally connected model of operations to calculate levels of confidence given alternative kill chain scenarios.

The solution has been packaged as a highly visual web application with a user interface suitable for direct use by a military decision maker, providing a projection of future freedom of action that is based on levels of confidence in critical capabilities, and providing the ability to explore the effect on this freedom of action of alternative scenarios of enemy and own forces interventions.

The system:

- implements a lightweight causal model representing the dependencies between the ‘layers’ of cyberspace, and in particular the mission outcomes and required capabilities
- exploits data feeds concerning cyber interventions alongside own forces’ interventions that influence causal rules in order to give calculated levels of confidence in future mission impact
- allows options for alternative courses of military action to be explored alongside alternative potential courses of cyber activity action, again exploiting the causal rules mechanism

It has been developed using MooD software and demonstrated using a scenario that locates cyber activity within the context of real world operations, in this case within the scenario of clearing routes from Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). The particular focus has been on how such an approach can provide proactive and mission-focused support for cyber situational awareness, from the perspective of a mission commander.
Concept & Methodology

The core concept reported here is the use of cause / effect relationships between capabilities, assets and events, in conjunction with algorithms for calculating levels of confidence, to provide enhanced, mission-focused cyber situational awareness.

In particular:

- The incorporation of a cause / effect model to capture dependencies between capabilities, assets and events that is expressive enough to provide future projection concerning the status of seemingly unrelated concepts, including abstract and non-cyber concepts of interest to a mission commander (hence addressing not only the need for anticipation, but also the cyber ‘cut across’ issue).

- A probabilistic approach to these cause / effect dependencies that allows guidance to be given on the most likely state of affairs in the future. This guidance is revised given the observation of actual events and asset status, but is based primarily on domain-expert sourced cause / effect dependencies, from current situational awareness, rather than being predicated on past behaviours or patterns in data (hence addressing the uncertainty / non-obvious causal dependency issue).

- The implementation of this kind of model in a system that takes operational data, applies the model to this data, provides hooks for further automated analysis support, and delivers the whole as a usable, visual, mission-relevant environment that can be used to assess the impact of alternative courses of action (hence addressing the issue of the rapid tempo of decision making).

Principal Components of a Business Landscape for Cyber Situation Awareness

At the centre of the methodology is a concept of three fundamental types of component within the Business Landscape: Capabilities, Assets and Events. It is the connectivities within and between these that underpins the design of the decision environment.

Capabilities

Capabilities are abstract, derived, mission-relevant concepts that represent one of the ways in which the mission commander reasons about mission outcomes. The mission commander requires an up-to-date view on the current and historical status of mission capabilities. These capabilities are not necessarily directly measurable in a physical sense.

Capabilities typically represent the required effects for a particular kind of mission e.g. surveillance or logistics, and can be broken down into lower level capabilities e.g. imaging or storage, and quantified in terms of measures of effect or effectiveness, e.g. image resolution or temperature. The actual, observed measure of effect for a capability can be compared against a target or required measure of effect to produce a status for a capability. Status can be visualised using, as illustrated in Figure 4, a ‘target graph’ visualisation, indicating the status at different time periods (e.g. ‘Now’; ‘Now-1’ or a time in the past; ‘Now-2’ or a time further in the past).

In the scenario adopted within this paper, the capabilities relate to a route clearing operation, deployed in the context of a particular mission, and comprise enabling capabilities (e.g. Mission Planning, Wide-area Surveillance) as well as the specific required capability (e.g. Counter IED).

In principle, the actual performance of every capability can be independently assessed. In operational analysis, this is typically by direct observation, e.g. a post mission analysis that compares what was required with what was achieved, so determining the status of the capability at a point in time.
Assets
Where the actual performance of a capability is not directly observed (i.e. its measures of effect cannot be directly observed, or where it requires an aggregate of observations), it can be assessed in terms of the aggregation of performance data from a collection of underlying enabling assets that are expected to provide that capability, as illustrated in Figure 5.

The enabling asset Measures of Performance are themselves either directly assessed (e.g. by human observation or automated measurement) or aggregated from actual performance of related assets. In the scenario adopted, the assets implement some or all of the required capability – e.g. a ‘Gorgon Stare’ asset that provides ‘Wide-Area Surveillance’.

Within the landscape definition, relevant assets can be located across the levels of cyberspace. The assets and associated vulnerabilities (assets or properties that are of particular interest with regard to kill chain activity) in the scenario adopted include traditional physical assets, such as equipment, together with human assets, network components and qualitative information, as indicated in Figure 6.

The relationship of assets to cyber vulnerability applied here is based partly on the view of cyber concepts provided by MITRE Corporation in [7]. This involves the association of vulnerabilities with assets, with these vulnerabilities then being susceptible to attack events.

Events
In addition to having a view on the actual performance of assets and capabilities in historical periods up to ‘Now’, the Mission Commander also requires the associated context of the actual activities and events that have occurred over the same time periods, as indicated in Figure 7.

Events have been observed and measured with a degree of confidence in actual performance, and may be red team events, such as a Denial of Service attack, or blue team events such as Mission Re-planning.

There is not necessarily a relationship between the performance of assets or capabilities and the events that have occurred, although with regard to ‘calibration’, it is possible to identify correlations between these.
Exploiting these Components to Project the Future and Inform Interventions

The Mission Commander requires a forward view of the status of each mission-relevant capability. By definition, this is not directly observable. Techniques for predicting the future state of data are typically based on statistical techniques applied to historical data, using correlations or patterns in that data to predict future effect (i.e. extrapolation from data mining functions, or functions from ‘predictive analytics’).

However, we do not want to predicate future status solely on past behaviours, for three reasons:

1. The performance of an asset may depend on the context of operation, which may be different from a previously encountered context of operation. The status of a capability, calculated from the performance of its assets, may be acceptable, but the effectiveness of that capability may also be affected by the performance of other capabilities being deployed in the same mission. For example, the ability of a surveillance system such as Gorgon Stare to support the mission may depend on its capability to deliver imagery of the target area. The quality of that imagery will be dependent on the atmospheric conditions and the capability of the platform to know where it is – as imagery of a location is only useful if we know the location.

2. Seemingly unrelated concepts may be affected by composite causal chains, where these connections are not apparent in historical data. For example, a physical intrusion onto a secure site could be a precursor activity to a cyber-attack on a system inside that building that supports a UAV being controlled on another continent.

3. The probability of events occurring in the future may not be determined by their occurrence in the past. For example, a pattern may be detected from an adversary’s past behaviour, but this may not hold in the future. Indeed, observing those events from the adversary’s perspective might reveal that they have changed tactics or processes.

The methodology reported here answers the question of ‘what drives future effect’ by including three kinds of causal relationships, and so three kinds of domain knowledge:

- How one event might lead to another (adapting the concept of a cyber ‘kill chain’)
- How an event might affect the performance of an asset
- How a change in performance of one asset or capability might drive the change in performance of another

Cyber Event Chains – from Event to Event

Events are not unrelated, particularly when related to the motivation or mission of a particular actor. To be able to link events together in a ‘chain’ is helpful for two reasons:

1. it lets us have more confidence in the occurrence of future events, and
2. it gives a way of recognising or anticipating in advance things that may have an undesirable effect.

This method builds on Lockheed Martin’s adoption of the concept of a cyber kill chain [11], characterised as a sequence of phases through Reconnaissance, Weaponization, Delivery, Exploitation, Installation, and then C2 and Actions. In the scenario adopted, a number of short, related event chains combine cyber and kinetic events, to reflect the cross-cutting nature of cyber warfare.

For example, Figure 8 shows an event chain comprising event types that begin with access to the Ground Control Station network (‘Reconnaissance’), carry out persona management activities leading to the compromising of Mission Planning and operational disruption (‘Actions on Objectives’).

Figure 8. Event Chain - Hostile Influence on Mission Planning
Each event in the chain has a probability that is conditional on the probabilities of other events in the chain. If an observed event is identified to be an instance of one of these event types, then this may affect the probability of instances of related event types occurring. Figure 9 shows a chain where ‘GCS Hostile Persona Management’ has been detected, leading to a heightened assessment of the probability of subsequent events in the chain, including Operational Disruption, and also a heightened probability of access to systems and networks.

**Figure 9. Event Chain – Including Probability Overlay following Detection of Events**

This methodology adds three main features to the cyber kill chain concept:

- Levels of confidence in events – this is forward looking, nothing is certain, and our understanding of where we are in an event chain, or which event chain we might be in, is constantly revised on the basis of observed events
- Combinations of red and blue team events
- Flexibility in what these chains are, including the ability for events to be modified dynamically based on domain knowledge or revised courses of action

The method adopted can also be compared structurally with that of Jakobson [15], which also takes a strongly mission-centred view, although it goes further in terms both of the above factors, and also the application of causal reasoning beyond dependency analysis.

As well as providing levels of confidence to a mission commander, these features also increase the expressiveness of the kill chain: complex process chains, including branching of event chains and concurrent events, can be represented through a dynamic treatment of probabilities. Observation of an event makes future events more or less likely. So, as events are observed, the likelihood of other events may approach 1 (if X has happened, then so has Y) or 0 (if X has happened, then Y cannot have happened). For example, it is unlikely that a physical network asset will be compromised until a port has been opened on a related network. Once that port is open, we might conclude that the probability of a successful attack on a vulnerability is now more likely. Equally, if we detect an intrusion attempt and successfully stop it, we might conclude that a successful attack is now less likely.

The overall effect for the mission commander is that as events occur, so the landscape of potential future courses of action change, in potentially non-obvious or not previously observed patterns.

**Cause / Effect Rules from Event to Asset**

Events are not interesting unless we can infer or reason about the effect that they have. This principle is reflected in causal rules that describe the effect that a kind of event can have on a vulnerability, which in turn affects the level of performance of an asset. This approach is comparable to the MITRE view of assets and vulnerabilities, in which an event can ‘activate’ a vulnerability of an asset, so reducing its measure of performance.

To date, the development of the approach reported here has not been concerned with the complementary problems of event detection and classification; it assumes a feed of event data that can be matched with kill chain nodes, providing an observed event that is used to project a corresponding effect on an asset. For example, we assume that we have a data feed that provides us with the status of an asset and with events that might impact it. So for a UAV, we assume we can measure and be provided with the appropriate measures of performance and that we have access to events, such as attacks on the ground control segment or attempts to shoot down the UAV that might impact its ability to perform the mission. In the mission planning example, each of these events has an effect on the measures of performance of several assets.
**Cause / Effect Rules from Asset to Asset / Capability**

Once we know the probability of a future event, and the effect that the event could have on assets, the final piece of domain knowledge required is the impact of that change. This requires a different understanding of cause and effect. By way of analogy, consider a situation where the fuel usage of a number of vehicles is regularly measured. The aggregate fuel usage of the fleet of vehicles at a point in time can be calculated from the actual fuel needs of individual vehicles, and is unlikely to be directly observable independently of this calculation. This kind of aggregation function is part of the regular Management Information (‘MI’) needed during operations. A cause/effect relationship between assets is similarly a function, but with a different interpretation and usage. The value of one property is used to generate the value of another, but as a ‘hypothesis’ that can be verified independently through observation. Continuing the analogy, a fleet planning system is distinct from a regular MI system in being able to, for example, estimate at some point in the future the fuel need of a fleet of vehicles from the total payload, the total distance to be transported, and the type of terrain to be traversed.

This kind of causal rule is important for two reasons:

a) It can provide the ability to generate values of observable measurements of performance into the future, that can then be independently verified through observation

b) It can be used to capture the mission context of asset performance

The concept can be illustrated through cause / effect dependencies between capabilities. For example, assuming Wide-Area Surveillance is important to support the activities of the Patrol, we can generate a value for the effectiveness of the Patrol in the future, based in part on the future effectiveness of Wide-Area Surveillance. In particular, the effectiveness of the Patrol will degrade as the effectiveness of Wide-Area Surveillance degrades. In principle, these dependencies can also be described at the level of assets.

**Inter-Working of Concepts**

The three kinds of causal rule, implemented over a Landscape and ascribed with probabilities, provides a way of generating a forward-looking view of mission capability, as impacted by cyber events, that is not predicated on past behaviours. Figure 10 summarises the three kinds of causal rule and their inter-play, from event to event relationships at the bottom, through the connection of events into the effect that they have on assets in the middle, and through causal dependencies between capabilities at the top.

The interplay between these three pieces can be emphasised by the implications of not having them available:

- If we didn’t link assets and capabilities there would be no basis for understanding the overall mission context of an event – e.g. the event may not matter, depending on the environment of operations
- If we could not link event occurrence to asset performance there would be no basis for reasoning about the impact of events.
- If we could not link events to events then there would be a much weaker basis for expecting or predicting future events.

![Figure 10. The Interplay between the Three Kinds of Causal Rule](image)
Application to a Cyber Situational Awareness Scenario

Application Overview
On the basis of the methodology described previously, the broad structure of a configured MooD application to implement the concept as an interactive software environment is as shown in Figure 11.

In essence, events and performance data are sourced externally and these are interpreted and analysed using causal rules expressed against the components of the landscape.

A user interface engages the Mission Commander with target representations of projected future impact against mission-relevant capabilities. On the basis of such projections, the Commander explores and tests feasible interventions to enhance the likelihood of mission success.

Multiple Perspectives
In the scenario assumed, the primary role is the Mission Commander, exercising concern about risk to their mission and stakeholders – loss of mission objective, unintended damage or loss, loss of future capability that might impact other missions.

The Mission Commander has a particular perspective on mission, capabilities, and intended outcomes. However, the adversary also has a mission, capabilities and intended outcomes. These two different perspectives join on assets and events. A feature of the application (allowing events to be associated with actors) enables the mission commander to switch their view to see this ‘game’ from their adversary’s perspective – their adversary’s mission and capabilities, and how the events might appear to them. Within the limits of what information is available concerning the adversary’s mission, the Mission Commander can also in principle explore scenarios as they might appear to the adversary, adjusting and incorporating events that impact the Mission Commander’s mission, but progress the adversary’s mission. In principle, the Mission Commander can also adjust causal rules in this model, to explore how that world would look if the adversary was running to a different understanding of how the world works i.e. different sets of causal rules.

Initial Concept of Operation & Sample Screenshots
The scenario assumes an autonomous Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) capability deployed within a larger mission. In this concept of operation, (blue) mission events owned by the Mission Commander are distinguished from (red) adversary events, and relevant event chains are shown with their ‘precedence’ relationships, as indicated in Figure 12. Note that the detail of the events and their impact on assets and capabilities (shown on the target panel) are not important to an understanding the
approach. This figure shows a simple campaign plan (the sequence of blue nodes towards the top left); the node sizes indicate the assessed likelihood at the current time of an event occurring.

The lower event chain shows a cyber-event chain (or “kill” chain) that has been identified by detection of an event that may indicate adversary activity. The consequences of detecting that event have been calculated from relevant causal rules – in this case these have determined that subsequent events in the chain become more likely, with a corresponding status change to a mission asset.

Suppose now (see Figure 13) that a further adversary event is detected, indicating the likelihood of a second active kill-chain, with additional implications for mission-relevant assets and capability.

In response to the projected impact on mission success, the Mission Commander identifies an intervention by means of a sequence of mitigating actions (i.e. a further blue event chain aligned with the predicted adversary kill chain) to reduce the likelihood of adversary disruption.

Figure 14 then indicates by an overlay the consequences of performing the identified intervention. Effectively, the system shows that the mitigating event chain would resolve the Mission Plan issue, but would temporarily reduce the effectiveness of UAV bandwidth, and consequently image quality, and so reduce surveillance capability.

This situation highlights the effectiveness of the approach in projecting future implications of detected events, of analysing these in terms of probable mission consequences, and hence supporting the Mission Commander in critical decision making.

The example continues (as shown in Figure 15) with detection of further adversary activities, indicating additional kill-chains and projected consequences on mission-relevant assets and capabilities.

In this case, having resolving the previously identified physical red team threat, evidence occurs of hostile persona management that calls into question the integrity of the mission itself. What now: search for a mitigation, assess potential impact, risk and outcome, make a decision, and observe the actual effects as they happen?
Building on the native ‘optioneering’ capabilities of the MooD software, the ability to drop into an exploration of how things might be different, becomes very natural. A causal rule, being generative, allows revised results to be generated given changes in any related data, and in principle based on changes to any of the rules themselves. Any changes are made in the context of a ‘scenario’, and remain available for comparison against the ‘baseline’, or against other scenarios.

The level of sophistication of this scenario is sufficient to illustrate how the approach extends the traditional envelope of situational awareness in the cyber domain:

- It adds the required intelligence about how the mission or environment is operating now, and could / should operate in the future.
- It exploits causal rules in conjunction with real data to create at least one projection of how the future might look, given the likelihood of certain events.
- The decision environment is live and always running as part of the operational environment – not just ‘planning’.
- It provides the necessary support for exploration / reaching shared position on future courses of action, given the risk that might need to be carried in return for a particular outcome.

**Extending the Concept of Operation**

The approach also permits the modification of causal rules themselves as part of a scenario, allowing the exploration of the impact of cause and effect working in a different way to that expected. This means the ability to make modifications to kill chains, to the effect of events on assets, or capability to capability causal rules (i.e. “suppose that my world didn’t work quite like that…”).

The specific User Interface approach is a significant area for continuing development. For example, in one concept of operation, the Mission Commander could be presented with a collection of events of varying probability. The event chain with the highest probability is the one that is being used to drive the causal rules that ultimately determine the status of capabilities. If the Mission Commander selects an alternative event through a suitable User Interface, the causal rules can be re-executed for that scenario. Effectively, a central ‘target map’ showing the status of Capabilities would then be calculated based on the effect of the likeliest nodes in the kill chain.

Because of the indirect dependencies across cyber and kinetic assets, the non-obvious nature of the information being worked with, and the rapid tempo with which events occur, and with which understanding may change, confidence in the model and what it is telling us is paramount.

Being able to rely on the system for mission critical decisions under these conditions means that having confidence in, and transparency of the basis for, that decision making, becomes a primary, rather than a secondary activity for a Mission Commander. The reasons for the difference, and so failure in understanding, may be due to a number of causes, and understanding how little is known or can be relied on is a valuable contribution in its own right to the cyber situational awareness of the Mission Commander.
Complementary Methods and Technologies

The approach described here touches a number of technologies. In many cases these can be seen as complementary, either through addressing comparable needs in different situations, or through offering potential for enhancement or integration with this approach.

Increased automation of data analysis and visualisation is a necessary enabler for scalability of information exploitation across “big data” environments. And this requirement applies also to operational Cyber Situational Awareness, where the volumes and velocities of relevant cyber assets and events pose a real challenge.

However, the solutions that are being adopted in the wider data visualisation marketplace (see e.g. the research associated with the IEEE Visualization and Graphics Technical Community [16]) have been designed for a very different situation, where queries can be expressed by end-users against pre-tabulated data models, where outputs are computed by relatively simple pattern-matching, and results expressed using traditional graphic controls. They describe a viewpoint into a transactional “machine” and serve to inform about current status, potentially augmented with trending based on historical values.

By contrast, the approach described here cannot assume the existence of a predictable machine. Consequently, our concept and method involve creating an overlay across the data perspectives to provide a “business level” of decision support that is designed to enable decision makers to manage future interventions on the basis, not only of past trends, but also what is likely on the basis of inherent causalities in the domain. From this perspective, our model-based design provides a structure within which the decision-maker’s ‘hypothesis’ can be expressed and evolved based on the effect of proactive or reactive interventions. In other words, the decision maker is able continually to explore the likely future effect of a proposed plan of activities and interventions, and hence to challenge the current understanding of assumed behaviours. To perform under operational conditions, this model needs to be integrated with lower level automation technologies.

In effect, the approach benefits from automation technologies at the ‘data scientist’ or analyst level, where the responsibility is to deliver the parameters of the causal model from source data. This aspect becomes more pressing as we anticipate greater volumes of data through an increasing number of cyber connected assets, especially as we progress towards the exploitation of the ‘internet of everything’. This is an important area for continuing development where we hope to leverage an increasingly commercially available set of techniques (see e.g. recent work on event-based systems [17]).

Another critical requirement for the effectiveness of this approach is the identification and exploitation of causal rules that effectively describe the behaviour of the cyber domain. Several potential sources of rules have been identified, including:

- War-gaming / scenarios for event chains.
- Vulnerability analysis on equipment, operations.
- Statistical analysis of data (patterns).

What is apparent is that no one of these sources is necessarily reliable or correct, but they all have the potential to contribute to a situation picture presented for human analysis. And this is an important aspect of the approach described here: the significance of gathering and embodying domain knowledge from subject-matter experts, and applying the approach in a situation assuming human action and judgement. This contrasts with approaches (see, for example [18]) that seek much higher levels of automation across the complete decision cycle.

The use of statistical analysis techniques to compare patterns in actual data with the causal rules in the causal model can act as an additional calibration mechanism, in particular where these patterns can be extrapolated to suggest modifications that could be made to causal rules ([19] gives a useful overview of the contentious topic of causal inference), or vice versa, as indicated in Figure 16.

Rapid modification and feedback is an important part of the deployment of this approach, to enable testing of projections against actual observations, with the aim of constantly building and testing the situation.
awareness picture, which feeds into the area of battle damage assessment. In this regard, aspects of the methodology suggested in [20] become relevant, given its focus on cross-domain integration.

Simulation technologies complement these techniques by providing additional information for the Mission Commander, constraining the decision space, and also identifying and validating probabilities around event chains being used in the causal model.

Figure 16. The Use of Data Mining and Simulation to Complement the Use of Causal Rules

Figure 16 also illustrates the complementary positioning of simulation technologies alongside the proposed approach, in providing contrasting alternative projections of future outcomes from potential interventions.

Through building on and extending these various technologies, this approach delivers a unique effect through a combination of:

- A causal model that contains dependencies across and between the key components events, assets and capabilities
- Synchronization of this model with live baseline operational data.
- A future projection method that also incorporates scenarios relating to potential interventions aimed either at mitigating risk or achieving advantage over adversarial action.
Results & Learning

This paper has described an application of causal modelling to a cyber-warfare scenario, locating cyber activity within the context of real world operations, in this case within the scenario of clearing routes from Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). The particular focus has been on how such an approach can provide proactive and mission-focused support for cyber situational awareness, from the perspective of a mission commander.

The key results highlighted by the work to date include:

- An autonomous ISR (route clearing) scenario – with supporting data – that exposes key types of trade-off and decisions for the mission commander. This scenario has further utility in cyber situational awareness research
- A taxonomy of causal relationships to enable modelling of the factors underlying cyber situational awareness, including an adaptation of the concept of kill chain
- A business model that reflects the essential concepts that span cyber and kinetic activity across the cyber seven layer model, and a mechanism for calculating and revising probabilities based on observation of events
- A concept of operation of a cyber situational awareness system that supports the scenario, and which gives an indication of how these concepts implemented together can provide an enhanced level of cyber situational awareness for the mission commander, including the provision of views from the perspective of other stakeholders, in particular the cyber adversary
- A positioning of causal modelling in the context of actual data reporting, data analytics and simulation, showing how a combination of actual data and causal data provides direct operational support for mission command, supported indirectly by analytics and simulation

The following observations / learning points have been demonstrated:

- A combination of three kinds of causal rule is required to account for mission-focused situational awareness in cyber security, covering the interplay between events and outcomes.

- Applying probabilities to these rules is essential to make this a usable risk focused system that enables management of uncertainty.

- The flexibility to represent events independently of actors allows for views from different perspectives – e.g. how do I think the world looks from the perspective of my adversary?

- The criticality of being able to contrast the model underlying the system with actual observations being gathered from other sources, in order to provide guidance on levels of confidence that should be placed in future projections and decisions made on that basis, and also to highlight gaps in actual observations and sources that might be required to increase that level of confidence.
Conclusions

In delivering the results and observations highlighted above, this paper has shown how a number of key questions relating to Cyber Situational Awareness can be addressed so as to achieve the particular aim of improving anticipation from a mission perspective. The approach successfully takes into account:

- The need to account for the combination of cyber and kinetic assets, and the direct and indirect (via cause and effect) dependencies that exist or need to be explored across these
- The non-obvious nature of cyber events and their effect on assets, and the need for decisions not to be based solely on analysis of past behaviours, from one perspective, or according to one way of understanding what drives behaviours and outcomes
- The need to match the rapid tempo of cyber warfare through the ability to respond to events and assess the impact of potential, alternative courses of action

We have demonstrated an approach to situational awareness embodied in a User Interface concept that provides a contextual view of events and capabilities, projecting directly onto the mission perspective – a view that brings to the fore the key information for the mission commander. This approach has been implemented using a non-trivial ISR scenario to explore a feasible concept for deployment.

There are a number of ways forward that are immediately apparent:

- Explore the required supporting tool capabilities and identify routes to automatically integrate the outputs, such as event detection and business process mapping, into the User Interface concept.
- Develop the approach further with real data to gauge the right level of granularity at which events and properties of assets need to be described (i.e. not too complex to be infeasible, but rich enough to provide realistic support) to inform the mission commander’s decision needs in the required timeframe; aligned with this is the challenge to introduce increasing data-level automation.
- Scope the balance of support needed for decision space exploration by the mission commander, including the use of simulation methods to constrain the decision space at the right time so as to enable timely focus on key decisions
- Calibrate the approach using analytic methods, to validate the effectiveness of causal projections, to explore the potential for automated inference of causal rules, and to provide an alternative predictive methodology to challenge or reinforce causal projections.

It may also be sensible to now look at integration and complementarity with related challenges and approaches, as we are conscious that this work may be able to exploit advances in adjacent areas concerning e.g. detection, as well as potentially raising new challenges to be addressed in these areas. Ultimately, these new techniques are vital to enable MOD and other large scale, cyber-dependent enterprises to operate in a proactive and agile way, with effective decision making supported by mission relevant analytical evidence.
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